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Welcome, 

 

and thank you for taking interest in the results of Project Forecast’s survey on CSG to LNG project 

delays. 

 

Delays and cost blow-outs to Australian CSG to LNG projects have been reported widely in the media over 

the last few years.  The purpose of this survey is to identify perceptions on the principal causes of these 

delays and what may be done by the companies and individuals involved in these projects to minimize 

these delays in future projects. 

 

This report consolidates and analyses the interim results of the survey undertaken by Project Forecast on 

CSG to LNG project delays. 

 

There has been to date only a small number of responses to the survey and for that reason Project 

Forecast considers this report to be an interim report to record and publicize it’s findings (to date).  In 

short Project Forecast would like more responses to the survey and if you have not completed the survey 

already you can by visiting https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/7MDLMV2.  

 

The interim survey results shows the top causes of significant delays (delays with an impact of 3 months 

or more) to the projects are: 

 

 Unrealistic expectations from the management and boards of the joint venture partners / 

over ambitious expectations on delivery 

 Poor contracting strategy 

 Under estimation of project duration / poor planning 

 Late land access 

 Short supply of accommodation in local (regional) areas 

 

Interestingly land access delays also featured in Project Forecast’s Delays Trends Q4 2013 as one of the 

top 5 most frequently occurring delays with an average impact of 40+ weeks. 

 

To help mitigate these delays a few of the items suggested by respondents include: 

 

 Preparation of more appropriate execution strategies with more focus on project delivery 

rather than empire building 

 Preparation of more appropriate contracting strategies 

 Allowing more time for up front planning and land acquisition 

 

More information on perceptions on the cause of CSG to LNG project delays and suggestions to mitigate 

the delays are included in the following pages of this report. 
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Disclaimer 
 

The information provided by Project Forecast is generic and is unlikely to consider all of the factors 

influencing your project. We suggest you engage a project professional or specialist project planner 

before acting on any of these metrics or advice. Project Forecast, its employees and/or related entities, 

are not liable for any loss, damage, disruption related to this and other related documents. 

 

Some of the responses have been censored to maintain the privacy of respondents and to sanitise some 

of the language used in the responses.  Advance apologies where this censoring results in the 

response(s) being incomprehensible or unclear. 

 

 

Revision History 
 

Revision Date Details 
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The Questions 

 

Respondents to the survey where asked to respond to nine (9) questions. Two (2) of these questions 

were related to the cause of the delay, one (1) related to what might be done to mitigate delays and the 

remaining six (6) related to the respondents experience and interest in receiving further information 

about the results of the survey. 

 

The questions are included in Attachment A of this report. 

 

The Respondents 

Only eighteen (18) responses to the survey were received.  This is a very small representation of the 

industry and for that reason Project Forecast considers this report to be an interim report only. 

 

In short Project Forecast would like more responses to the survey and if you have not completed the 

survey already you can by visiting https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/7MDLMV2. 

 

All of the respondents have worked on CSG to LNG projects. Of the respondents: 

 90% claimed to have worked on the Upstream element of CSG to LNG projects 

 33% claimed to have worked on the Pipeline element of CSG to LNG projects 

 Only 1 claimed to have worked on the LNG plant of CSG to LNG projects 

 

 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/7MDLMV2
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More than half of the respondents state their primary role is either project manager or project 

planner/scheduler. 

 

A third of the respondents claimed to have worked on projects for 20 years or more. 

 

 
 

All the respondents stated the organisations they work for are involved in oil and gas projects and 

projects in Australia. 

 

The Response 

Causes of Delay 
 

The respondents were asked to rate the cause of delays to CSG to LNG projects and the impact to the 

project.  The delays were to be rated as either: 

 No delay 

 An insignificant delay (delays up to 1 week) 

 A minor delay (delays up to 2 weeks) 

 A moderate delay (delays up to 1 month) 

 A major delay (delays up to 3 months); or 

 A significant delay (delays of 3 months or more) 

 

The interim survey results shows the top causes of significant delays (delays with an impact of 3 months 

or more) to the projects are: 

 

 Unrealistic expectations from the management and boards of the joint venture partners / 

over ambitious expectations on delivery 

 Poor contracting strategy 

 Under estimation of project duration / poor planning 

 Late land access 

 Short supply of accommodation in local (regional) areas 
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The combined responses is summarised in the chart below. 
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Examples of Delays 
 

Respondents were asked if they could provide an example of a delay on a project they were involved in.  

These examples are summarised in the table below. 

 

What was the cause of the delay? What was the duration of the delay? 

Application of Oil & Gas Standards inappropriately 9 months 

Lack of resources Approx 3 months 

Engineering data not managed Months 

Poor contracting processes, no innovation 6 months 

Inexperienced engineers not understand the full scope of the project 1 month 

Underestimate of labour productivity norms  

Contractor under estimating scope of work 3 months 

Non-conformance of pond liner Approx 2 months 

Frequent change in senior management many months 

No invite to meetings, information passed on was already out of date. 
No meaningful update(s) possible, no team work, open ends, it was 
taking longer than 6 months for a contract award 

Longer than 6 months 

approvals (internal/external), procurement approvals, contractors 9 months 

Land access. Delay to number of wells online. Circa 6 months 

Accommodation- lack of and extremely short sightedness on the part 
of management 

6-12mths 

poor design 3 days on one pier-another 64 to go 

Land access Several months 

Wrong initial alignment of gathering pipeline ROW corridor 4 months 

 

The respondents were also asked to identify actions undertaken to mitigate each of the delays described 

above.  These mitigation actions will be discussed in the final report. 
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Delay Mitigation 
 

Respondents were asked what is one thing that thing the industry could do to help minimise future 

delays. 

 

The suggestions by respondents included: 

 

 Preparation of more appropriate execution strategies with more focus on project delivery 

rather than empire building 

 Preparation of more appropriate contracting strategies 

 Allowing more time for up front planning and land acquisition 

 

Further discussion on the mitigation recommendations will be discussed in the final report. 

 

How are the results in this reports established? 

The results published in this report is based on information Project Forecast collected from its survey on 

CSG to LNG project delays. 

 

It is acknowledge that the responses to the survey are only a very small representation of the industry 

and for that reason Project Forecast considers this report to be an interim report only to record and 

publicize it’s findings to date. 

 

In short Project Forecast would like more responses to the survey and if you have not completed the 

survey already you can by visiting https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/7MDLMV2. 

 

Related Benchmarks and Guidelines 

The following benchmarks, reports and guidelines prepared by Project Forecast may be of interest. 

 

Project Delay Trends (GE-SU-DT-10) 

Project Planning Acronyms and Abbreviations (GE-GU-20) 

 

Visit www.projectforecast.com.au to download and view additional benchmarks and guidelines. 

 

About Project Forecast 

Project Forecast is a specialist project planning organisation that assists others with the planning of 

major projects. The Project Forecast reports have been developed to assist project teams plan and 

assess the performance of their project against other projects. 

 

To find out more about Project Forecast and see how we can assist your project 

visit us at www.projectforecast.com.au . 

 
 
Disclaimer: The information provided by Project Forecast is generic and is unlikely to consider all of the factors influencing your 

project. We suggest you engage a project professional or specialist project planner before acting on any of these metrics or 

advice. Project Forecast, its employees and/or related entities, are not liable for any loss, damage, disruption related to this and 

other related documents. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/7MDLMV2
http://www.projectforecast.com.au/books-manuals-and-guidelines/project-delay-trends/
http://www.projectforecast.com.au/books-manuals-and-guidelines/project-planning-acronyms-and-abbreviations/
http://www.projectforecast.com.au/
http://www.projectforecast.com.au/
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Attachment A: The Questions 

 

1. In your opinion delays to CSG to LNG projects are being caused by 

a safety incident 

an environment incident or regulatory breach 

cyclonic weather and/or flooding 

excessive regulatory (local, state, federal) approvals 

high turnover of staff and project personnel 

industrial action (eg. strike) 

lack of accountability within project teams 

lack of appreciation of community concerns 

lack of co-ordination within project teams 

lack of experience in delivering coal seam gas (CSG) projects 

lack of experience in delivering liquefied natural gas (LNG) projects 

lack of experienced in local contractors 

lack of experienced local project teams 

lack of experienced suppliers 

lack of knowledge of the local environment and conditions 

lack of understanding of regulatory (local, state & federal) approvals 

late land access 

other inclement weather event other than cyclone or flooding 

over ambitious expectations on delivery 

poor consultation with land owners 

poor consultation with the local community 

poor contract administration 

poor contracting strategy 

poor definition of roles and responsibilities of project team members 

poor definition of the project scope 

poor design documentation and detailing 

poor planning 

poor quality construction 

protest / activist stoppage 

short supply of accommodation in local (regional) areas 

short supply of equipment 

short supply of experienced personnel 

short supply of materials 

too many competing projects being carried out at the same time 

under estimation of project duration 

underestimated allowances for HSSE obligations 

underestimated travel times 

unforeseen ground conditions 

unrealistic expectations from the management and boards of the joint venture partners 

 

2. Can you share with us an example of a delay experienced on your project? 

What was the cause of the delay? 

What was the duration of the delay? 

What actions were carried out to minimise the delay? 

 

3. What is one thing that thing the industry could do to help minimise future delays? 
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4. What best describes the CSG to LNG project you have been involved in? 

Upstream 

Pipeline 

LNG 
 

5. How long have you been involved projects? 

0-2 years 10-15 years 

2-5 years 20 years or more 

5-10 years  

 

6. Are you a (select that which bests describes you role on projects) 

Owner/Developer Engineer 

Project Manager Project Planner/Scheduler 

Superintendent Quantity Surveyor 

Town Planner Contract Administrator 

Architect Builder/Contractor 
 

7. What type of projects do you / your organisation get involved in? 

Building Construction - Residential Engineering Construction - Marine 
Building Construction - Commercial and 
Retail 

Engineering Construction - Mines and 
Mineral Processing 

Building Construction - Defence Facilities Engineering Construction - Oil and Gas 

Building Construction - Education Facilities 
Engineering Construction - Pipelines, 
Viaducts and Channels 

Building Construction - Emergency and 
Justice Facilities 

Engineering Construction - Roads and 
Bridges 

Building Construction - Health Facilities 
Engineering Construction - Railway, 
Tramway and Light Rail 

Building Construction - Leisure, Sport and 
Tourism Facilities Engineering Construction - Tunnels 

Engineering Construction - Aviation 
Engineering Construction - Water and 
Wastewater Storage, Supply and Treatment 

Engineering Construction - Electricity 
Generation, Transmission and Distribution Land Development and Subdivision 
Engineering Construction - Harbours and 
Marinas Information Technology 
Engineering Construction - Heavy Industrial 
and Manufacturing Manufacturing 

 

8. In which region(s) do you / your organisation undertake projects? 

Africa South East Asia 

Central America West Asia (including Middle East) 

North America Eastern Europe 

South America 
Northern Europe (including Scandinavia and 
United Kingdom) 

Central Asia Southern Europe 

East Asia (including China) Western Europe 

North Asia (Russia) 
Oceania (including Australia and New 
Zealand) 

South Asia Antarctic 

 Arctic 
 

9. Would you like to be advised when the results of the survey are available? 

 


